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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

A
C
B
D

Explanation:
Explanation
As the EC2 limit per region is max 20. You will need to fill an
Amazon EC2 instance request form to increase the EC2 instances
to 175.
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/faqs/#How_many_instances_can_I_run_in
_Amazon_EC2 I don't think the answer can be D, as the question
says "expects a steady ramp up in traffic to follow an upcoming
campaign that will result in a 20x growth in traffic over 4
weeks". To pre-warm your ELB, you have to put in a request to
AWS. You can't do it.
Q: How do I reserve capacity for an existing, running instance?
To reserve capacity for a running instance, you can purchase a
Reserved Instance or modify an existing reservation so it
matches your instance's specifications. You can purchase
Reserved Instances via the Amazon EC2 Console or by using the
PurchaseReservedInstancesOffering API. You can modify existing
Reserved Instances via the Amazon EC2 Console or by using the
ModifyReservedInstances API call.
In both cases, the reservation must match the following
attributes of the running instance you want to cover:
* Availability Zone (e.g., us-east-1a)
* Instance type (e.g., m3.large)
* Platform (e.g., Linux/UNIX (Amazon VPC))
* Tenancy (e.g., default)
Q: How do I control which instances are billed at the lower
rate?
The RunInstances API command does not distinguish between
On-Demand instances and the reservations that can be applied to
them. When computing your bill, our system will automatically
optimize which instances are charged at the lower rate to
ensure you always pay the lowest amount.
For information about hourly billing, and how it applies to
Reserved Instances, see Billing Benefits and Payment Options.
Q: How many Reserved Instances can I purchase?
You can purchase up to 20 Reserved Instances per Availability
Zone each month. If you need additional Reserved Instances,
complete the form found here. Information about previous
generation Reserved Instance types can be found here.
Q: Can I reassign my Reserved Instance from one instance type
(e.g., c1.xlarge) to another (e.g., m1.large)?
No. A Reserved Instance is associated with a specific instance
type for the duration of its term; however, you can change from
one instance size (e.g., c3.large) to another (e.g., c3.xlarge)
in the same type, if it is a Linux/UNIX Reserved Instance.
Q: Can I move a Reserved Instance from one region to another?
No. A Reserved Instance is associated with a specific region,
which is fixed for the duration of the reservation's term.
Q: Can I modify a Reserved Instance?
Yes. You can request to modify active reservations that you own
in one of the following ways:
* Move between Availability Zones within the same region.
* Change the network platform from EC2-Classic to EC2-VPC (for

EC2-Classic-enabled customers).
* Change the instance type of your Linux/UNIX Reserved
Instances to a larger or smaller size in the same instance type
(e.g., convert 8 m1.smalls into 4 m1.mediums, or vice versa).
Instance type modifications are only supported for Linux/UNIX
platform reservations. However, due to licensing differences
Linux Reserved Instances cannot be modified to RedHat or SUSE
Linux Reserved Instances.
The reservations that you modify must have been purchased on
the same day, be the same instance type, and in the same
Availability Zone and region. It is not possible to combine
reservations. However, if you have multiple instances in the
same reservation (i.e., the reservation was purchased to apply
to 10 instances), you can modify each of these instances either
individually or as a whole.
Q: How do I request changes or modifications?
You can submit a modification request from the Amazon EC2
Console or by using the ModifyReservedInstances API. We process
your requests as soon as possible, depending on available
capacity. There is no additional cost for modifying your
Reserved Instances.
To learn more about modification, see the Amazon EC2 User
Guide.
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to update the Execute SQL task in the
OnVariableValueChanged event handler of all SSIS packages.
Which additional variable should be logged?
A. System::SourceID
B. System::ServerExecutionID
C. System::ExecutionInstanceGUID
D. System::VariableID
Answer: D
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